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1 Introduction

Our aim is simply to understand how the structure of asymmetric information impacts
economic outcomes in a natural generalization of Akerlof’s (1970) Lemons model.

We couch our discussion in terms of an employer learning model of the labour market.
This model generalizes Akerlof (1970) in two main respects. First, the scalar type as-
sumption is relaxed by introducing a match component between the good to be traded (a
worker) and the seller (the current employer, or inside firm). The worker’s productivity in
any employment equals some underlying general productivity plus a random match value.
Second, we admit general information structures consisting of both public and private
information. The inside firm is assumed to privately observe a multidimensional statistic
Q that carries information about the worker’s general productivity and about how well
she is matched in her current employment. Outside firms also observe information about
the worker; public information that we denote by the random vector T . Asymmetric infor-
mation means that given Q, T is assumed to be conditionally independent of productivity
and match value.

We define adverse selection quantitatively as a real-valued random variable. It is the
amount of bad news about general productivity contained in the event that the worker is
not retained by the current employer. That is, it is the difference between the expected
(general) productivity of the worker conditional on T alone and conditional on both T and
the event that she switches jobs. Armed with this definition and given the competitive
wage setting process, there is another way to think about the quantity of adverse selection:
it is the amount that wages are depressed by asymmetric information. In this sense, it
is the difference between the equilibrium wage (where outside firms’ wage offers take into
account the bad news that the current employer is willing to release the worker at that
wage), and the wage they would be prepared to offer if the only relevant information were
T . The amount that wages are affected by the information structure in the economy as a
whole is therefore simply the aggregate (expected) amount of adverse selection.

Wages and the quantity of adverse selection are natural outcomes on which to focus;
others are the probability of trade, and efficiency. Trade occurs in our model if the inside
firm’s estimate of the worker’s productivity in her current employment given Q is less
than the equilibrium wage. In contrast to Akerlof (1970), trade is not always warranted
on efficiency grounds; to maximize total surplus, the worker should remain with her current
employer if and only if there is a good match. We call the conditional expectation (given
public information) of the contribution to social surplus above the no-trade benchmark
the efficiency contribution. The expected efficiency contribution is the difference between
total surplus in the market and total surplus obtained if no trade takes place.
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To set out the issues ahead, consider a benchmark without adverse selection. Define VG
as the worker’s general productivity and VR as her productivity at the inside firm (think of
VM = VR−VG as the match value at the inside firm). This benchmark corresponds to the
class of Gaussian information structures where E [VG|Q] is orthogonal to E [VR|Q] given
public information T . Since the inside firm’s own valuation of the worker is uninformative
about general productivity conditional on public information, the event that the worker
is not retained cannot be ‘bad news’ and so there is no adverse selection.

Even in this benchmark setting, a series of natural economic questions arise. Three
relate to expected efficiency. First, what is the effect of more public information holding
inside information fixed? We provide an example to show that there is a trajectory of
information structures within the zero adverse selection class such that T becomes more
informative (in an information order made precise below) and the expected efficiency con-
tribution increases. Second, which public information structures maximize and minimize
expected efficiency given (zero) aggregate adverse selection? An information structure
that maximizes expected efficiency without adverse selection is T = Q.1 When there is
no asymmetric information workers are allocated efficiently across firms—those in a bad
match move to an outside firm, while those in a good match are retained. An information
structure that minimizes expected efficiency without adverse selection is T = E [VR|Q].
When public information is only the inside firm’s estimate of VR, the worker could end up
staying with the inside firm when more valuable elsewhere or leaving when less productive.
Third, what is the effect of more inside information holding public information fixed? The
answer is a counterpart to the public information case: there is a trajectory of information
structures within the zero adverse selection class such that Q becomes more informative
(about retained productivity) and the expected efficiency contribution increases.

Of course, other market outcomes besides efficiency are of interest. A central question
in the literature on the Roy Model is whether there is positive or negative selection into the
different sectors—do the best fishermen fish and the best hunters hunt (Roy 1951)? Here,
this question amounts to asking: when is there positive selection (of general productivity)
into the outside market and (of retained productivity) into the inside firm? Let βRG be
the coefficient in the regression of E [VR|Q] on E [VG|Q], and similarly βGR for E [VG|Q] on
E [VR|Q]. When T = Q, the analysis of Borjas (1987) applies and his familiar conditions
can be expressed in terms of these coefficients. There is positive selection into the outside
market if and only if βRG < 1, and positive selection into the inside firm if and only if
βGR < 1. When T = E [VR|Q], we have a variant of the Roy Model with asymmetric
information (but no adverse selection). The condition for positive selection into the inside
firm remains unchanged. However, the condition for the outside market now depends

1Alternatives include T = E [VG|Q] and T = (E [VG|Q] ,E [VM |Q]).
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on βGR rather than βRG. Specifically, positive selection occurs if and only if βGR ∈
(−∞, 0)∪(1,∞). It follows that in the region 0 < βRG, βGR < 1, the information structure
plays a pivotal role in determining the sign of selection into the outside market—there is
positive selection if T = Q but negative selection if T = E [VR|Q].

In the Roy Model, since workers are simply paid their marginal product, the question
of positive selection maps one-to-one with questions about wages. In our framework,
wages need not coincide with either general or retained productivity. It is therefore of
interest to ask: when does the average wage of released workers exceed the average wage
of retained workers? For the zero adverse selection case (although not in general), the
necessary and sufficient conditions are identical to those that determine positive selection
into the outside market. Hence, in the region 0 < βRG, βGR < 1, the average wage of
released workers is higher than the average wage of retained workers if T = Q but lower
if T = E [VR|Q].

Discussion of this benchmark highlights the importance of the structure of asymmetric
information even in the absence of adverse selection. The main objective of our paper is to
extend the analysis to Gaussian information structures that do generate adverse selection.

Substantively, our aim is to address the five questions listed above. We do this in three
stages. First, in Sections 2 and 3 we set out the model, definitions and a characterization
of equilibrium. The latter gives us the joint distribution of outcomes given an information
structure. Here, we make the key observation that adverse selection, the probability of
trade and the efficiency contribution have as support a one-dimensional arc in R3. More
specifically, all can be written as functions of a scalar statistic—the conditional expected
match quality given public information, E [VM |T ]. Next, in Section 4 we use these insights
to provide a parsimonious parameterization (and a convenient re-parametrization) of the
set of all Gaussian information structures exhibiting asymmetric information. Section 5
contains the heart of the paper—using our paramerisations and the comparative statics
results that they deliver, we address each economic question in turn.

Section 5.1 answers the first question: what is the effect of more public information?
It is already familiar from the classical literature that providing more public information
can increase efficiency and simulatenously reduce adverse selection. Einav and Finkelstein
(2011) provide an example in which, starting from no public information and no adverse
selection, the release of public information induces adverse selection and reduces overall
efficiency. Our framework allows for a systematic study of this issue. Among the results in
Section 5.1, we show that aggregate outcomes are not generally monotone in the amount of
public information, and in particular that expected efficiency can decrease, while aggregate
adverse selection can increase or decrease.

Section 5.2 answers the question: which public information structures maximize and
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minimize expected efficiency for given aggregate adverse selection? In contrast to the zero
adverse selection case, we show that there does not exist an information structure that
imposes a given positive level of aggregate adverse selection most efficiently. However, it
is possible to get arbitrarily close to the maximum efficiency contribution (for fixed inside
information and without adverse selection) by disclosing a binary signal comprising, in the
language of Bergemann et al (2015a, 2015b), a noise-free statistic augmented by a noisy
one—specifically, T = (E [VG|Q]− βE [VR|Q] ,E [VM |Q] + σε) with σ → 0. Conversely, we
show that information structures that minimize expected efficiency for a given positive
level of aggregate adverse selection are scalar and, for non-zero adverse selection, are noisy
statistics.

Section 5.3 turns to inside information. In our framework, the analysis of inside in-
formation holding public information fixed can be seen as a counterpart to Section 5.1;
similar analysis applies, as we illustrate with the case of zero adverse selection. We also
consider whether more inside information achieves greater expected efficiency given ag-
gregate adverse selection. Building on the analysis in Section 5.2, we show that, if there
is more inside information, it is always possible to find a T such that there is the same
amount of aggregate adverse selection but greater expected efficiency.

Section 5.4 and 5.5 answer the following questions respectively: when is there positive
selection into the outside market, and when, on average, do released workers earn a pre-
mium over retained workers? We provide a sufficient condition for positive selection into
the outside market (for information structures generating adverse selection), and another
sufficient condition for negative selection. Since adverse selection combined with positive
selection into the outside market constitute an effect reversal (Yule 1903, Simpson 1953),
these conditions have useful implications for empirical work based on the popular Gibbons
and Katz (1991) test for adverse selection. We also provide a sufficient condition for the
average wage of released workers to exceed the average wage of retained workers which
(for information structures generating adverse selection) is related but not identical to
the condition for positive selection into the outside market. We conclude the analysis in
Section 5.6 by drawing the results together into a final, synthetic remark.

Related Literature The primary contribution of this paper is to the burgeoning liter-
ature exploring information structures in different games. Notable papers include Vives
(2011), Rostek and Weretka (2012), and Bergemann, Heumann, and Morris (2015a and
2015b) which rely on properties of the Gaussian model (see, e.g., Bergemann and Morris
(2016) for an overview). In contrast to these papers, a main challenge of our paper and,
therefore, a methodological contribution is that the game we consider does not admit an
explicit characterization of equilibria.
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This rich Lemons setting also links our paper to the broader literature on adverse se-
lection. In fact, our approach is very much in the spirit of Finkelstein and McGarry (2006)
who document the need for multidimensional types and information in order to account
for observed behaviour in insurance markets. Specifically, they find direct evidence for
asymmetric information but no adverse selection (by our definition). Our model is closely
related to the general framework developed by Einav, Finkelstein and Cullen (2010) in
response to this observation.2 However, while they study the relationship between ad-
verse selection and efficiency separately for each realization of public information, we aim
to understand the ex ante impact of the information structure on aggregate market out-
comes. Levin (2001) also investigates how the structure of information impacts efficiency
in a Lemons market but, in contrast to our approach, follows Akerlof (1970) in making
a scalar type assumption, as do the more recent contributions of Garcia, Teper and Tsur
(2017) and Kartik and Zhong (2018). Of course, we also operate in a labour market setting
rather than an insurance setting, leading to a somewhat different focus. In particular, as
highlighted above, our definition of adverse selection has a direct economic interpretation
as capturing the extent to which asymmetric information affects wages.

In terms of the specific application, we build on the theoretical and empirical litera-
ture on asymmetric information and adverse selection in labour markets (Waldman 1984,
Greenwald 1986, Gibbons and Katz 1991 and, for a collection of important articles in this
literature, Waldman 2017). The familiar intuition from models with scalar types is that
workers who are retained by an employer who possesses private information will be paid
more than those who are released. We show that this does not always hold in a framework
with multidimensional types and information, and hence provide a way to rationalize the
mixed empirical findings.3 Extending the Greenwald (1986) model also allows us to in-
corporate another well-established theme in the labour literature—the distinction made
by Becker (1962) between general and specific human capital and the consequences for
turnover with symmetric learning about firm-worker matches as explored in Jovanovic
(1979). We develop this application further and allow for endogenous training and disclo-
sure decisions in related work (Bar-Isaac et al 2014, 2017).

2See also Einav and Finkelstein (2011) and Einav, Finkelstein and Levin (2010) for useful overviews.
3See Lang and Weinstein (2016) for a recent review of this empirical literature and a complementary

explanation based on imperfect competition.
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2 Model

2.1 Description and notation

We present an employer learning model of the labour market. N ≥ 2 ex ante identical
outside firms compete in offering wages to a currently employed worker.

The value of the worker, if she is retained by the inside firm (current employer),
is denoted by the random variable VR. We will use the words value and productivity
interchangeably. The value to an outside firm is denoted VG. VM = VR−VG is the match
value. The joint distribution of V = (VR, VG) is exogenously given and does not change
through our analysis; it is part of the basic game, in the terminology of Bergemann and
Morris (2016). Instead, our focus of interest is the information structure, which specifies
a nQ + nT dimensional vector (Q,T ) of real-valued random variables jointly distributed
with (VR, VG). Q should be read as information private to the inside firm, T represents
public information available to outside firms.

Assumption 1. (Asymmetric Information) Inside and outside firm valuations are condi-
tionally independent of public information given inside information. That is,
(VG, VR) ⊥⊥ T | Q.

It is convenient to introduce the following notation for the conditional expectations of
values given the inside firm’s information

G = E[VG | Q], R = E[VR | Q], M = E[VM | Q]. (1)

Hence, the random variable G represents the inside firm’s estimate of the value of the
worker to outside firms. G is reminiscent of general human capital. R is its estimate of
the value if retained and M represents the quality of the match between the worker and
inside firm. Assumption 1 implies

E[VG | T ] = E [E[VG | T,Q] | T ] = E [E[VG | Q] | T ] = E [G | T ] .

The first equality follows by the law of iterated expectations, the second by Assumption
1, and the third by the definition of G. Hence, the difference between the conditional
expectation of the (outside firms’) value based on public information and that based on
the superior private information of the inside firm is

E[VG | T ]− E[VG | Q] = E [G | T ]−G = ∆G.

Given Assumption 1, ∆G represents the error in the estimate based on public informa-
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tion. Similarly, ∆R = E[R | T ] − R is the corresponding error in the public estimate of
the inside firm’s value. The first thing to note is that by construction these errors are
uncorrelated with T . Since for Gaussian information structures, this lack of correlation
implies statistical independence, we have

(∆G,∆R) ⊥⊥ T. (2)

We focus in the sequel on Gaussian information structures although, as will be clear
from the proofs, several of the results rely only on property (2). Let (VR, VG) ∼
N (µR, µG,ΣVRVG). (This is part of the description of the basic game). Consider the game
G(µ,Σ) with (VR, VG, Q, T ) ∼ N (µ,Σ) with µ,Σ consistent with the basic game (that
is with the joint distribution of VR, VG) and with Σ a positive definite matrix satisfying
Assumption 1.4 Let Ξ be the set of all such Σ and let G = {G(Σ) | Σ ∈ Ξ}. Hence,
G is the set of games obtainable from the basic game by choosing different information
structures respecting Assumption 1. Since the dimension of Σ may be arbitrarily large
and variable across Ξ, the parameterization of G by Ξ is a rather inconvenient one. We
therefore aim to establish a more convenient parameter space for G . This will be done in
Section 4, but in preparation for that exercise we introduce a little more notation.

Let S2 denote the set of 2 × 2 symmetric matrices. For A,B ∈ S2, we write A � B

if B − A is positive definite. � is sometimes called the Loewner order. 0 ∈ Sn denotes
the 2-dimensional null matrix, hence A � 0 means A is positive definite. ΣVRVG ,ΣRG and
ΣRG|T respectively denote the 2× 2 unconditional and conditional covariance matrices

ΣVRVG =

(
σ2
VR

σVRVG
σVRVG σ2

VG

)
, ΣRG =

(
σ2
R σRG

σRG σ2
G

)
, ΣRG|T =

(
σ2
R|T σRG|T

σRG|T σ2
G|T

)
.

It will often be convenient to refer to Gaussian distributions in terms of regression
coefficients and to note the following identity. Adopting standard notation, we denote the
linear regression coefficient of G on R adjusting for T by βGR.T and the total regression
coefficient obtained by marginalizing over T by βGR. Cochran’s (1938) identity is

βGR = βGR.T + βGT.RβRT .

We write σGR for the covariance of G and R, σ2
G for the variance of G, σ2

R|T for the
conditional variance of R given T and σGR|T for the conditional covariance of G and R

4Since Q and T may well be linearly related, (V,Q, T ) will not generally have a density, however a
Gaussian structure can still be represented by its characteristic function φ(u) = exp

(
u′µi− 1

2
u′Σu

)
,

where Σ is a symmetric positive semidefinite matrix. Without loss of generality, we may normalize the
means of Q and T to be zero.
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given T . If R is contained in T , i.e., σR|T = 0, then we will set βGR.T = 0. Finally, we
reserve ‘ε’ to denote ε ∼ N (0, 1) independently distributed from (T,Q). The standard
normal PDF and CDF are denoted respectively by f and F , and h : R→ R+ is the inverse
Mills ratio (i.e. the hazard function, h = f

1−F ).

2.2 Timing and equilibrium

The timing of the game is as follows. Outside firms observe T and make simultaneous
wage offers to the worker. The inside firm, observing Q and the wage offers of the outside
firms responds with a wage offer to the worker, chosen to maximize expected profits. The
worker accepts one of the wage offers, either from an outside firm or the inside firm. In
equilibrium, the worker selects one of the highest wage offers and chooses to remain with
the inside firm if it matches the highest wage offered by outside firms. Outside firms make
wage offers that maximize expected profits given their beliefs about the wage offers of
other firms and the inside firm’s strategy.

The following wage equation is already familiar from the literature, for instance equa-
tion 13.B.6 of Mas-Colell, Whinston and Green (1995) albeit in a slightly different context
and absent public information and multi-dimensional types and information. The reader
is referred to Bar-Isaac et al (2014) for a formal development.

Proposition 1. (Equilibrium wage equation)

1. Suppose βGR.T < 1.

(a) There exists a unique statistic W = w(T ) satisfying the following wage equation

W = E[G | T,R < W ]. (3)

(b) There exists a PBE in which each outside firm offers the wage W. The inside
firm matches this wage and retains the worker if and only if R ≥W .

2. If βGR.T ≥ 1, there is no equilibrium.

Proof. Part 1. (a) follows from the fact that with βGR.T < 1 the willingness to pay map is
a contraction. See Appendix A for details. For (b), one confirms that there is no incentive
to deviate from these strategies. Clearly, the inside firm will release the worker if and
only if R < W . It follows that it cannot be optimal for outside firms to deviate from
posting an offer that is a fixed point of the willingness to pay map in Definition A.1 in the
appendix. To see this, suppose E[VG | T = t, R < w(t)] 6= w(t) for some t. Here, either
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the successful outside firm will make an expected loss, or there is a wage offer that is a
profitable deviation by some outside firm.

Part 2. For existence, for each realization of T there must be a wage satisfying equation
(3). However, if βGR.T ≥ 1, then for T such that E[M |T ] > 0 no such wage exists. This
can be seen most easily by considering equation (10) below which has a solution if and
only if the wage equation in (3) has a solution. Equation (10) fails to have a solution under
the stated conditions by standard properties of the normal hazard function h, specifically
h is increasing and h(x) > x for all x in R.

There are many PBE, but all have the same equilibrium wage received by the worker and
assignment of the worker to the inside firm.

2.3 Definitions

The early usage of the term “adverse selection” in the insurance literature relates squarely
to the phenomenon whereby the average risk of those purchasing insurance is found to be
greater than that for the population at large, conditioning of course on the criteria used
for underwriting the policy.5 Later, Chiappori and Salanie (2000) propose that if there is
adverse selection in a (competitive) insurance market, then one should observe a positive
correlation of risk and coverage conditional on all publicly available information (and
subject to some provisos).6 Here, Chiappori and Salanie use the term “adverse selection”
in its economic theoretical usage to denote predictions from a class of models—essentially
to differentiate it from “moral hazard” in the class of asymmetric information models.
We propose that there is substantial value in reverting to the old usage in which adverse
selection represents the difference between the population entering into a trade and the
population at large.7 Specifically, in our present labour market context, adverse selection
is defined, conditional on public information, as the difference between the average quality

5For instance, Akerlof (1970) cites and quotes Dickerson (1959) and Denenberg et al. (1964). Here
is a much earlier quotation: ‘Nothing in life insurance which has not been demonstrated by concrete
fact seems so reasonable as the assumption that a serious adverse selection takes place by the conscious
withdrawal of good lives. ... It has as yet not proven feasible to discover whether the mortality in lives
withdrawn is more favorable than in lives remaining. It could hardly be demonstrated otherwise than by
observation of the vital history of withdrawn lives, a thing not without difficulties. Comparisons of the
mortuary experience of companies which allow liberal values on surrender and companies which are less
liberal have so far not yielded any support to the theory of adverse selection. Dr. Emory McClintock, in
his paper on The Effects of Selection, acknowledges this, but remarks: “So potent is theory, however, that
I prefer to believe.” ’—Miles Menander Dawson (1895).

6See, e.g., Chiappori and Salanie (2013). In our context, these provisos would correspond to the load
of the insurance contract being zero. See also Fang and Wu (2016).

7There is a sense, therefore, in which we make Chiappori and Salanie’s positive correlation test the
definition of adverse selection. However, note in the unit demand case that Cov (trade, VG|T ) =AS×PR,
rather than AS.
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of workers in the population less the average quality of those workers who choose to leave
their current employment.

Definition 1. (Quantity of adverse selection) The quantity of adverse selection is defined
as the random variable

AS = E[G | T ]− E[G | T,R < W ]. (4)

AS is defined as the difference in expected (average) value between two conditional
distributions. However, the competitive nature of equilibria and the fact that valuations
and wages are measured in the same units means that the quantity of adverse selection can
also be viewed as a difference in wages. We may view adverse selection as the difference
between the equilibrium wage which would obtain, through competition, in a counterfac-
tual game without private information (E[G | T ]) and the equilibrium wage in the game
itself (W ). Viewed in this way, adverse selection is a wage effect. It is worth noting that
in general our model admits not only positive but also negative adverse selection.8

As defined, adverse selection is a natural object for study but it also serves a useful
purpose as an analytical tool. Using the definition of AS in (4), we can write the wage
as W = E[R|T ] − E[M |T ] − AS. Hence, the trading event R < W can be re-expressed
as AS + E[M |T ] < ∆R. That is, trade takes place when the error in the public estimate
of the inside firm’s value exceeds the sum of adverse selection and the apparent match
quality. The trading event is therefore an inequality between two independent random
variables and we may rewrite AS as

AS = E[E[G | T ]−G | T,AS + E[M | T ] < E[R | T ]−R]

= E[∆G | T,AS + E[M | T ] < ∆R].

Applying the orthogonality condition (2) to this representation allows us to drop the
conditioning on T to give

AS = E[∆G | AS + E[M | T ] < ∆R]

which immediately yields the following.

Lemma 1. Adverse selection depends on the realization of public information only through
the apparent match quality. That is, there exists a real-valued function as : R → R such

8Hemenway (1990) suggests calling negative adverse selection propitious selection and de Meza and
Webb (2001) suggest calling it advantageous selection.
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that
AS = as (E[M | T ]) = E[∆G | as+m < ∆R].

Note from the above expression that the shape of this function as is determined entirely
by the joint distribution of (∆G,∆R). This observation is key to the reduction in the
parameter space of information structures in Section 4.

Definition 2. (Probability of trade) The probability of trade is defined as the random
variable

PR = Pr[R < W | T ]. (5)

Definition 3. (Efficiency contribution and total surplus) The efficiency contribution (rel-
ative to the no-trade status quo) is defined as the random variable

EC = E[(G−R)1{R<W}|T ] = E[(−M)1{R<W}|T ]. (6)

Total surplus is
TS = E[R|T ] + EC. (7)

One more or less immediate implication of equilibrium is that EC is always positive.
This is established in the following remark.

Remark 1.
EC = E[(W −R)+ |T ] ≥ 0. (8)

Proof. This is a consequence of the wage equation.

E
[
(G−R)1{R<W}|T

]
= E

[
(E[G|R < W,T ]−R)1{R<W}|T

]
.

Remark 1 reflects the fact that competition means that outside firms break even on
average so the only contribution to efficiency is captured by the inside firm and worker.

3 The Joint Distribution of Outcomes Given an Information
Structure

Having established in Lemma 1 that AS depends on public information only through the
apparent match quality, it becomes straightforward to provide a representation of the joint
distribution of three economic outcomes given an information structure.

13



Proposition 2. (Joint distribution of outcomes (AS,PR,EC)). Suppose βGR.T < 1, the
distribution of outcomes (AS,PR,EC) has as support an arc in R3. Specifically, there
exist maps as, pr, ec such that

AS = as(E[M |T ]), PR = pr(E[M |T ]), EC = ec(E[M |T ]).

Moreover, if 0 ≤ βGR.T < 1 (the positive adverse selection case), as is increasing, while
pr and ec are decreasing. Hence, AS,−PR,−EC and E[M |T ] are all comonotone. If
βGR.T < 0 (the negative adverse selection case) case, then AS,PR,EC and −E[M |T ] are
all comonotone.

Proof. We have already established in Lemma 1 that AS depends on T only through
E[M |T ]. Monotonicity follows from the positive correlation of of ∆G and ∆R when
0 ≤ βGR.T < 1 and negative correlation when 0 > βGR.T . From (3),(4) and (5),
we may write PR = Pr [AS + E[M |T ] < ∆R|T ] . It then follows from ∆R ⊥⊥ T that
PR = Pr [as(E[M |T ]) + E[M |T ] < ∆R]. The fact that as(E[M |T ]) + E[M |T ] is in-
creasing in E[M |T ] implies PR = pr(E[M |T ]) for some non-negative decreasing func-
tion pr : R→ [0,1] as required. Using Remark 1, the efficiency contribution EC =

E[(W −R)+ |T ] = E
[
(∆R−AS − E[M |T ])+ |T

]
. Since ∆R ⊥⊥ T it follows that

E[(W −R)+ |T ] = E
[
(∆R−AS − E[M |T ])+] .

Hence, again, since for any βGR.T < 1, AS + E[M |T ] is increasing in E[M |T ], EC is a
decreasing transformation of E[M |T ].

Proposition 2 highlights the important role played by the apparent match quality.
Adverse selection, the probability of trade, and the efficiency contribution depend on the
realization of information (Q,T ) only through the scalar statistic E[M |T ]. The magnitude
of adverse selection |AS| increases in this statistic, while the probability of trade PR and
the efficiency contribution EC decrease. Intuitively, there is a genuine reason for trade if
E[M |T ] is small (negative) but not if it is large (positive).

Remark 2. It is clear from the proof of Proposition 2 that although each of as, pr and
ec are functions of E[M |T ], their functional forms are determined entirely by the joint
distribution of (∆G,∆R).

Given Proposition 2, it is clear that the wage and total surplus depend on two statistics:
E[M |T ] and E[G|T ]. Specifically, W = E[G|T ]−AS and TS = E[G|T ] + E[M |T ] + EC.
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4 Representing the Parameter Space of Information Struc-
tures

Before presenting the results of this section, it will be helpful to briefly rehearse the Law
of Total Variance and a natural representation of information order.

4.1 Information order

First, we note the Law of Total Variance applied to Gaussian distributions may be written

ΣRG = ΣRG|T + ΣE[R|T ]E[G|T ].

Consider two information structures both with the same inside information but with dif-
ferent public information. We say T ′ contains more public information than T if

ΣRG|T ′ � ΣRG|T .

Given the Law of Total Variance, this can be written equivalently9 as,

ΣE[R|T ′]E[G|T ′] � ΣE[R|T ]E[G|T ].

Similarly, consider two information structures with different inside information. We say
Q′ contains more inside information than Q if

ΣRG � ΣR′G′ ,

where G = E[VG|Q], R = E[VR|Q], G′ = E[VG|Q′], and R′ = E[VR|Q′].

4.2 First parameterization

Proposition 2 states that the support of the random outcome vector (AS,PR,EC) is
contained within an arc in R3. As recorded in Remark 2, the function as depends only
on the joint distribution of the errors (∆G,∆R) since it is defined implicitly by as(x) =

E[∆G|as(x) + x < ∆R]. Similarly for ec and pr. Hence, the arc of support is determined
by the joint distribution of (∆G,∆R) and the distribution within this arc is determined
by the marginal distribution of E[M |T ]. Given that it is Gaussian, and since the means
of (∆G,∆R) are zero, the distribution of (∆G,∆R) is characterized by its covariance
matrix Σ∆G∆R = ΣGR|T . Similarly, since the mean of E[M |T ] is necessarily equal to

9Perhaps more familiarly, the condition is also equivalent to the Martingale condition
E[E[(R,G)|T ′]|T ] = E[(R,G)|T ].
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E[VR − VG], the distribution of E[M |T ] is characterized by its variance σ2
E[M |T ]. This

means that the distribution of outcomes (AS,PR,EC) depends on only four parameters
of the distribution of inside and public information (Q,T ): σ2

R|T , σ
2
G|T , σRG|T and σ2

E[M |T ].
As noted in Section 3, the other outcomes that we have defined, W and TS, depend
on the functional forms for as and ec respectively, plus the two statistics E[M |T ] and
E[G|T ]. Since (E[M |T ],E[G|T ]) is determined by (E[R|T ],E[G|T ]), this means that the
joint distribution of (AS,PR,EC,W, TS) is determined by the four parameters previously
mentioned plus

∑
E[R|T ]E[G|T ]. By the Law of Total Variance, these seven parameters can

all be expressed in terms of the six parameters comprising
(
ΣRG,ΣRG|T

)
. Of course, this

six-dimensional set is circumscribed by certain facts: variances cannot be negative, and
there is asymmetric information between the inside firm and its rivals. Our next result
summarizes this parameterization.

Proposition 3. (Information Parameter Space) Given the basic game
(VR, VG) ∼ N (µVR , µVG ,ΣVRVG), the set of games with Gaussian information structures
satisfying Assumption 1 can be represented by the parameter space

P =
{(

ΣRG,ΣRG|T
)
∈ S2 × S2 | 0 � ΣRG|T � ΣRG � ΣVRVG

}
. (9)

Proof. See preceding paragraph.

It will also be convenient to use an alternative representation. Given the Law of Total
Variance, the set of information structures may be represented by

P ′ =
{(

ΣE[R|T ]E[G|T ],ΣRG

)
∈ S2 × S2 | 0 � ΣE[R|T ]E[G|T ] � ΣRG � ΣVRVG

}
.

P ′ has the following interpretation. To belong to the parameter space, the information
structure must have these properties: the informed party has no better than perfect
information about the values (ΣRG � ΣVRVG); the uninformed party has worse information
than the informed party (ΣE[R|T ]E[G|T ] � ΣRG); and there is weakly better than no public
information (0 � ΣE[R|T ]E[G|T ]).

In Sections 5.1 and 5.2 below, we analyse the impact of public information holding
inside information fixed. In order to be precise, for any 0 � ΣRG � ΣVRVG , we define

PΣRG =
{

ΣRG|T ∈ S2 | 0 � ΣRG|T � ΣRG

}
as the set of possible information structures with fixed inside information represented by
ΣRG. The semidefinite constraints in the definition of PΣRG can bind in essentially two
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ways, which correspond to maximal and minimal public information. Hence, we define

PmaxΣRG
=
{

ΣRG|T ∈ S2 | 0 ⊀ ΣRG|T � ΣRG

}
and

PminΣRG
=
{

ΣRG|T ∈ S2 | 0 � ΣRG|T ⊀ ΣRG

}
.

In Section 5.3, we analyse the impact of inside information holding public information
fixed. Exactly analogously, for any 0 � ΣE[R|T ]E[G|T ] � ΣVRVG , we define

PΣE[R|T ]E[G|T ]
=
{

ΣRG ∈ S2 | ΣE[R|T ]E[G|T ] � ΣRG � ΣVRVG

}
as the set of possible information structures with fixed public information represented by
ΣE[R|T ]E[G|T ]. Note that there is an abuse of notation here, in what follows the reader
should bear in mind that ΣE[R|T ]E[G|T ] should be read as ΣE[VR|T ]E[VG|T ].

4.3 A Reparameterization

In order to further explore how the relationship between expected adverse selection and
expected efficiency depends on the information structure, it is helpful to represent the
parameter space with a different coordinate system in which expected adverse selection
is increasing with respect to the parameters. The parameter space represented in (9) is
equivalent to a compact convex subset of R6. To explore the relation between expected
adverse selection (or equivalently wages) and expected efficiency, this can be simplified, to
a degree, into a parameter space in R3. The cost is that the parameter space so represented
is neither a closed nor convex set and is itself a function of the other parameters.

To this end define the map F : S2 × S2 → R3 by

F
(
ΣRG,ΣRG|T

)
=

(
σR|T ,

σGR|T

σ2
R|T

,

√
σ2
R − σ2

R|T + σ2
G − σ2

G|T − 2
(
σ2
RG − σ2

RG|T

))

if σR|T 6= 0,

F
(
ΣRG,ΣRG|T

)
=
(
0,0,

√
σ2
R + σ2

G − σ2
G|T − 2σ2

RG

)
if σR|T = 0 . This just states that F

(
ΣRG,ΣRG|T

)
=
(
σR|T , βGR.T , σE[M |T ]

)
and βGR.T = 0

if σR|T = 0. F (P) is the transformed (and reduced) parameter space that suffices to
characterize AS,PR and EC.

Proposition 4. AS,PR and EC depend on the information structure only through the
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three-dimensional parameter space F (P). Furthermore, AS is implicitly defined by

AS = βGR.TσR|Th

(
AS + E[M |T ]

σR|T

)
. (10)

Also,

PR = 1− F
(
AS + E[M |T ]

σR|T

)
,

EC =

(
1− βGR.T
βGR.T

AS − E[M | T ]

)
PR.

Proof. Following on from the proof of Proposition 2, using (2), we can write AS =

E[∆G|AS + E[M |T ] < ∆R]. Noting that, by the Law of Iterated Expectations E[G|z ≤
∆R] = E[E[∆G|∆R]|z ≤ ∆R], E[∆G|∆R] = βGR.T∆R, ∆R ∼ N

(
0, σR|T

)
, and h (z) =

E[∆R|z ≤ ∆R] is the inverse Mills ratio, establishes the implicit representation in (10).
PR = Pr

[
AS + E[M |T ] < σR|T ε

]
giving PR = 1− F

(
AS+E[M |T ]

σR|T

)
. Similarly,

EC = E
[
(∆R−AS − E[M |T ])+ |T

]
=σR|TE

[(
ε− AS−E[M |T ]

σR|T

)+
]

=σR|T
∫

x (ε− x) dF(ε)

with x = ε−AS−E[M |T ]
σR|T

. But since
∫
x (ε− x) dF (ε) = f(x)−x(1−F (x)) =

(
f(x)

1−F (x) − x
)

(1−
F (x)), we get the result by substituting for x and using (10).

As with the original parameterization, we can also represent the set of information
structures holding inside information fixed. Specifically, in terms of the reparameter-
ization, F (PΣRG) denotes the set of parameters

(
σR|T , βGR.T , σE[M |T ]

)
consistent with

ΣRG|T ∈ PΣRG .
The three parameters in Proposition 4 may be given reasonably natural economic

interpretations:

• σR|T is the information gap regarding the worker’s productivity if retained. It is
a measure of the difference in the amount of information about VR held by the
inside and outside firms. (Recall that by the Law of Total Variance, we have σ2

R|T =

V ar(E[VR|Q])−V ar(E[VR|T ]).) Hence, with inside information fixed, σR|T decreases
with more public information. With public information fixed, it increases with more
inside information.

• βGR.T is a measure of the relevance of R to G given T . Note that we may also write
β2
GR.Tσ

2
R|T = V ar(E[VG|R, T ]) − V ar(E[VG|T ]). Therefore given σR|T , βGR.T is a

measure of how much extra information (R, T ) contains about G than just the public
information T. With inside information fixed, βGR.T is not generally monotonic in
public information.
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• σE[M |T ] is independent of the amount of inside information (subject to maintaining
Assumption 1, i.e. asymmetric information). It is a measure of how much informa-
tion is available publicly about VR − VG.

At the start of this section we noted that our reparameterization is convenient because
aggregate adverse selection is increasing in all three parameters. We now establish this
formally in the following result.

Proposition 5. (Comparative statics with respect to the reparameterisation)

1. For 0 ≤ βGR.T < 1, E [AS] is increasing on F (P). For negative βGR.T , E[AS] is
increasing in βGR.T but decreasing in (σR|T , σE[M |T ]).

2. For (σR|T , βGR.T , σE[M |T ]) ∈ F (P), E[EC] is decreasing in βGR.T and increasing in
σE[M |T ].

Proof. Part 1. The distribution of E[M |T ] is determined entirely by the parameter
σE[M |T ], given this it is immediate from (10) and the fact that h′ < 0 that AS is increas-
ing pointwise in βGR.T . Similarly, AS is seen to be increasing in σR|T by the star-shaped
property of the normal hazard function (see Lemma B1 in Appendix B). The convexity
property of the normal hazard (see Lemma B1) is inherited by as, hence it follows from
Jensen’s inequality that E[AS] = E[as(E[M |T ])] is increasing in σE[M |T ].

Part 2. Straightforward manipulations show that EC has the representation

EC = σR|TΨ

(
E[M |T ] + as (E[M |T ])

σR|T

)

where, Ψ(x) =E[(ε− x)+]. Since Ψ is a decreasing function and as is increasing in βGR.T ,
EC is made smaller in first-order stochastic dominance order and therefore has smaller
expectation.

To establish that E[EC] is increasing in σE[M |T ] is more delecate. The difficulty lies

in the fact that although Ψ and as are both convex, x 7→ Ψ
(
x+as(x)
σR|T

)
is not everywhere

convex on account of Ψ being decreasing. Using the above representation, we can write
E[EC]

E[EC] = σR|TE

[
Ψ

(
σE[M |T ]ε+ as

(
σE[M |T ]ε

)
σR|T

)]
. (11)

Differentiation gives
∂E [EC]

∂σE[M |T ]
= E

[
Ψ′.
(
ε+ as′ε

)]
.
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Implicit differentiation of the representation for as in (10) gives

as′ =
βGR.Th

′

1− βGR.Th′
.

Using this together with the fact that Ψ′ = −(1− F ) gives

∂E [EC]

∂σE[M |T ]
= −E

[(
1− F

1− βGR.Th′
ε

)]
.

Setting k(x, β) = 1−F (x)
1−βh′(x) and a(ε) =

σE[M|T ]ε+as(σE[M|T ]ε)
σR|T

, this becomes

∂E [EC]

∂σE[M |T ]
= −

∫ ∞
−∞

k(a(η), βGR.T )ηf(η)dη.

Using symmetry of the normal density around zero,

∂E [EC]

∂σE[M |T ]
=

∫ ∞
0

(k(a(−η), βGR.T )− k(a(η), βGR.T )) ηf(η)dη. (12)

The desired result now follows from the following facts: for each β < 1, (a) x 7→
k(x, β) is quasi-concave; (b) ∂

∂xk(x, β) |x=0= −
√

π
2

(4π+β(2+π))

(β+2π)2 < 0 so x 7→ k(x, β) is
decreasing on the positive half-line; (c) For x > 0, k(x, β) < k(−x, β); (c) Hence,

x ≥ |y| implies k(x, β) < k(y, β). Since for η > 0, a(η) =
σE[M|T ]η+as(σE[M|T ]η)

σR|T
>∣∣∣∣−σE[M|T ]η+as(−σE[M|T ]ε)

σR|T

∣∣∣∣ = |a(−η)|. It follows that for β < 1,η > 0, k(a(−η), β) >

k(a(η), β) therefore immediately from the integration (12), ∂E[EC]
∂σE[M|T ]

> 0 as required.

Part 1 of Proposition 5 establishes that, for 0 ≤ βGR.T < 1, expected adverse selec-
tion is increasing in all three parameters. It is intuitive that E[AS] is increasing in the
information gap σR|T and relevance parameter βGR.T . The reason why it is increasing in
the quality of public information about match quality σE[M |T ] is slightly less obvious but
it arises via Jensen’s inequality from a natural convexity—when apparent match quality
is high adverse selection will be positive and large, but when apparent match quality is
low adverse selection remains bounded from below by zero. Part 2 of the proposition es-
tablishes the effect of the parameters on expected efficiency. Comparing two information
structures with the same σR|T and σE[M |T ],10 the information structure for which βGR.T
is larger leads to less expected efficiency. Hence, there is a trade-off between E[AS] and

10For instance, this would arise under two information structures with the same public information and
with private information equally good for estimating VR. To see this, note first that private information
Q does not affect σE[M|T ] (recall V ar(E[M |T ]) = V ar(E[VG − VR|T ])). Second, σR|T is a measure of the
quality of information about VR.
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E[EC] for fixed σR|T and σE[M |T ]. This is consistent with the familiar intuition from mod-
els with scalar types and no public information. On the other hand, holding σR|T and
βGR.T fixed, better public information about the match quality increases both expected
adverse selection and expected efficiency.

Although our reparameterization delivers the natural monotonicity properties in Propo-
sition 5, as noted above the space of information structures so parameterised is no longer a
convex set. We therefore conclude this section by establishing a weak convexity property
that will be useful for the analysis below.

Lemma 2. (Weak convexity of the reparameterisation) For any pair
(
βGR.T , σE[M |T ]

)
such

that βGR.T < 1 and σM > σE[M |T ] > σE[M |R] ≥ 0, there exists a neighborhood of zero (0, ε)

such that for any 0 < σR|T < ε,
(
σR|T , βGR.T , σE[M |T ]

)
∈ F (PΣRG).

Proof. For σ2
R|T > 0,

Det

(
σ2
R|T σ2

R|T (1− βGR.T )

σ2
R|T (1− βGR.T ) σ2

M − σ2
E[M |T ]

)
≥ 0

is equivalent to
(
σ2
M − σ2

E[M |T ]

)
≥ σ2

R|T (1− βGR.T )2 . Clearly, if this holds for some
σ2
R|T > 0 it holds for any smaller σ2

R|T and given the assumed conditions on
(
βGR.T , σE[M |T ]

)
it holds at σ2

R|T = 0. Trivially,

Det

(
σ2
R − σ2

R|T σRM − σ2
R|T (1− βGR.T )

σRM − σ2
R|T (1− βGR.T ) σ2

E[M |T ]

)
> 0

at σ2
R|T = 0 if Det

(
σ2
R σRM

σRM σ2
E[M |T ]

)
> 0, i.e. if σ2

E[M |T ] >
σ2
RM

σ2
R

= σ2
E[M |R]. Hence, under

the assumed conditions on
(
βGR.T , σE[M |T ]

)
there exists a neighborhood of σR|T = 0 in

which
(
σR|T , βGR.T , σE[M |T ]

)
∈ F (PΣRG).

5 Analysis of Aggregate Outcomes

In this section, we use the results established so far to answer five natural economic
questions. What is the effect of more public information—in particular does it always
increase expected efficiency and reduce expected adverse selection? Which public infor-
mation structures maximize and minimize expected efficiency for given aggregate adverse
selection? What is the effect of more inside information? When is there positive selection
into the outside market? And when is the average wage of released workers higher than
the average wage of retained workers?
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5.1 What is the effect of more public information?

The effect of more public information on aggregate adverse selection and expected effi-
ciency depends on the form that this information takes. To illustrate, subsections 5.1.1
- 5.1.3 explore this issue for three natural (and tractable) ‘more informative’ trajectories
within the parameter space of information structures. In each example, more public infor-
mation increases expected efficiency. One might conjecture from this analysis that more
public information is always efficiency enhancing. In subsection 5.1.4, we demonstrate
that this is not the case.11 All proofs in this subsection are in Appendix C.

5.1.1 The zero adverse selection case, G ⊥⊥ R|T

Here we consider the class of information structures in PΣRG satisfying G ⊥⊥ R|T . Public
information of the form T = R is in this class, as is T = (R,M + σε) for any σ ∈ [0,∞).
Clearly, a reduction in σ corresponds to more public information by the semidefiniteness
criterion of Section 4.1.

Example 1. For any information structure in PΣRG satisfying G ⊥⊥ R|T , aggregate ad-
verse selection is zero. Moreover, there exists a trajectory of information structures within
this class such that public information is increasing in semidefinite order and E[EC] tra-
verses the interval

[σE[M |R]E[(ε)+], σME[(ε)+],

where the upper bound is of course max
PΣRG

E[EC].

Example 1 is illustrated by the red arrow in Figure 1 below. Within this class, more public
information increases expected efficiency and has no effect on aggregate adverse selection.

5.1.2 The constant adverse selection case, M ⊥⊥ T

Next we consider the class of information structures in PΣRG satisfying M ⊥⊥ T . The
standard Akerlof case of no public information, which we write as T = ∅, is in this class,
as is T = R − E[R|M ] + σε for any σ ∈ [0,∞).12 Again, a reduction in σ corresponds
to more public information by our semidefiniteness criterion. It will be helpful to first
briefly summarize outcomes for the Akerlof benchmark. Using Proposition 4, we can

11Levin (2001) makes a related point, showing through example that in a scalar-type Lemons model
more public information can reduce efficiency.

12This is evidently orthogonal toM by construction and is moreover the only non-trivial linear function
of R,G that is orthogonal to M .
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Figure 1: Contrasting effects of more public information, drawn for information structures
in PΣRG with σRG = σ2

G (i.e. M ⊥⊥ G).

write adverse selection more or less explicitly as

AS∅ = σR ϕ

(
σGR
σ2
R

)
,

where ϕ : R→ R is the inverse of x→ x/h(x). The efficiency contribution then becomes

EC∅ = σE[M |R]f

(
ϕ

(
σGR
σ2
R

))
.

Using these quantities we can state the following example.

Example 2. For any information structure in PΣRG satisfying M ⊥⊥ T , adverse selection
is independent of the realization of T. Moreover, there exists a trajectory of information
structures within this class such that public information is increasing in semidefinite order,
E[AS] traverses the interval

[
σRM
σM

ϕ
(
σGM
σMR

)
, AS∅

]
from right to left, and E[EC] traverses

the interval
[
EC∅, σMf

(
ϕ
(
σGM
σMR

))]
from left to right.

Example 2 is illustrated by the blue arrow in Figure 1. Within this class, more public
information increases expected efficiency and decreases aggregate adverse selection. Fur-
thermore, the lower bound on the expected efficiency contribution is below σE[M |R]f(0),
establishing that zero public information is always worse for expected efficiency than zero
adverse selection. If M ⊥⊥ G, then the upper bound is equal to max

PΣRG

E[EC].
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5.1.3 The T orthogonal to R case, R ⊥⊥ T

Finally, we consider the class of information structures in PΣRG satisfying R ⊥⊥ T . T = ∅
is in this class, as is T = G − E[G|R] + σε for σ ∈ [0,∞). Again, a reduction in σ

corresponds to more public information.

Example 3. Suppose that 0 ≤ βGR < 1. There exists a trajectory of information struc-
tures within PΣRG satisfying R ⊥⊥ T such that public information is increasing in semidef-
inite order and both E[EC] and E[AS] are increasing.

Example 3 is illustrated by the green arrow in Figure 1. Within this class, more public
information increases expected efficiency as before, but now it also increases aggregate
adverse selection.

5.1.4 Efficiency reducing public information

We have seen that for information structures such that G ⊥⊥ R | T , or M ⊥⊥ T , or
R ⊥⊥ T , trajectories of more public information increase expected efficiency. In the first
case adverse selection is zero, in the second case adverse selection is decreasing as T is more
informative, and in the third case aggregate adverse selection is increasing as T is more
informative. Moreover, across these classes of information structure, expected efficiency is
minimized when there is zero public information. One might conjecture from this collection
of observations that (a) more public information always increases efficiency or, which is a
weaker statement, (b) minimal efficiency is achieved with zero public information. Neither
statement is true, as we establish below.

Proposition 6. There exist information structures in PminΣRG
such that E[EC] < EC∅.

Moreover, together with E[EC] < EC∅, both cases E[AS] < AS∅ and E[AS] > AS∅ are
possible.

Proposition 6 establishes that more public information does not always increase ex-
pected efficiency, and that minimal efficiency is not achieved with zero public information.
Both points are illustrated in Figure 1. Moving locally away from zero public information,
more public information can decrease expected efficiency while reducing aggregate adverse
selection (the dotted gray arrow from T = ∅), or it can can decrease expected efficiency
while increasing aggregate adverse selection (the dashed gray arrow from T = ∅).

5.2 Which public information structures maximize and minimize ex-
pected efficiency for given aggregate adverse selection?

It is already familiar from the classical literature that providing more public information
can increase efficiency and at the same time reduce adverse selection. Section 5.1 estab-
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lishes that these outcomes are not generally monotone in the amount of public information
as measured by the positive semidefinite order � on information structures, and in par-
ticular that more public information can reduce expected efficiency (while increasing or
decreasing aggregate adverse selection). We now ask: what type of public information
structures maximize, and minimize, expected efficiency for some given non-zero level of
aggregate adverse selection?

Proposition 7.

1. For any information structure in PΣRG with βGR.T < 1, E[AS] 6= 0 implies E[EC] <

max
PΣRG

E[EC].

2. There exist information structures in PmaxΣRG
⊂ PΣRG that induce any amount of

aggregate adverse selection E[AS] ∈ (0,∞) with an arbitrarily small efficiency loss.
Specifically, for any ε > 0 and ζ ∈ (0,∞), there is an information structure such

that (E[AS],E[EC]) lies within distance ε of
(
ζ, max
PΣRG

E[EC]

)
.

Proof. Part 1. Assume the positive adverse selection case, AS > 0. It suffices to es-
tablish that some trades that should take place fail to take place with positive prob-
ability. The conjunction of the events W < R and R < G occur with probability
E [1{∆R > AS + E[M |T ]}1{∆M > E[M |T ]}]≥E [1{∆R > E[M |T ]}1{∆M > E[M |T ]}]≥
E [1{∆R > E[M |T ]}]E[1{∆M > E[M |T ]}]. The first inequality follows from AS > 0, the
second from the positive covariance of increasing functions and independence of (∆R,∆M)

and E[M |T ]. E [1{∆M > E[M |T ]}] > 0 unless M ≡ 0 and E [1{∆R > E[M |T ]}] > 0 un-
less E[M |T ] ≡ ∆R ≡ 0. M ≡ 0 is ruled out by assumption and since ∆R ≡ 0 implies that
AS ≡ 0 it is contrary to our hypothesis. Essentially the same proof applies for negative
adverse selection, one shows instead that some trades take place that should not.

The loss of beneficial trades is measured by E [1{∆R > AS + E[M |T ]}(∆M − E[M |T ])+]

≥ E [1{∆R > E[M |T ]}(∆M − E[M |T ])+] ≥ E [1{∆R > E[M |T ]}]E[(∆M − E[M |T ])+].
The first inequality follows from AS > 0, the second from the positive covariance of in-
creasing functions and independence of (∆R,∆M) andE[M |T ]. E [1{∆R > E[M |T ]}]] > 0

unless E[M |T ] ≡ ∆R ≡ 0 and E[(∆M − E[M |T ])+ > 0 unless M ≡ 0.

Part 2. Using Lemma 2, we can establish that, for any pair
(
βGR.T , σE[M |T ]

)
such

that βGR.T < 1 and σM > σE[M |T ] > σE[M |R] ≥ 0, there exists a sequence of informa-
tion structures for which AS converges in distribution to βGR.T

1−βGR.T σE[M |T ] (ε)+. Hence,
lim

σR|T→0
E[AS] = βGR.T

1−βGR.T σE[M |T ]f(0). As E[AS] converges to this limit it can be show

that lim
σR|T→0

E[EC] = σE[M |T ]E
[
(ε)+]. Hence, in the limit as σE[M |T ] → σM , expected

efficiency approaches max
PΣRG

E[EC]. Details are given in Lemma D1 in the Appendix.
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Proposition 7 establishes that, although there does not exist an information structure
that imposes a given, strictly positive level of aggregate adverse selection most efficiently,
there are information structures that achieve an expected efficiency contribution arbitrar-
ily close to max

PΣRG

E[EC] for any level of aggregate adverse selection. Proposition 7 also

addresses the question of what form such information structures take. For an information
structure to be in PmaxΣRG

there must be a linear combination of G and R that has zero
variance given T . Let T = (G− βR,M + σε), where 0 < β < 1. Evidently, βGR.T = β.
Moreover, as σ → 0, then σR|T → 0 and σE[M |T ] → σM . Such a sequence is of the form
asserted in Proposition 7.

It may initially seem counter-intuitive that large quantities of aggregate adverse selec-
tion can be imposed with only an arbitrarily small efficiency loss. Note that, by Proposition
2, if E[AS] > 0, then AS and −PR are comonotone. Hence, Cov(AS,PR) < 0 which
implies that E[AS|R < W ] < E[AS|R ≥ W ]—in other words, adverse selection always
falls mainly on the trades that do not take place.13 Proposition 7 establishes that there are
information structures where essentially all adverse selection falls on trades that should
not take place. That is, it falls on workers with M > 0 whom it is efficient to retain. The
labour market consequences of this observation are discussed in Section 5.4 and 5.5 below.

Our next result considers information structures that minimize expected efficiency for
some given level of aggregate adverse selection.

Proposition 8. The set of information structures that minimize expected efficiency for
some given level of aggregate adverse selection are contained in PminΣRG

. Furthermore,
σE[R|T ]E[M |T ] ≥ 0.

Proof. Proposition 5 establishes that for each σR|T in (0, σR), E [EC] and E [AS] sat-
isfy a strict Spence-Mirrlees condition: for information structures with the same E[AS],
those with larger βGR.T and smaller σE[M |T ] are less efficient. Hence, for given σR|T in
(0, σR) and fixed E[AS], E[EC] will be minimized by traversing the level set of E[AS],
subject to the contraints, in the direction of higher βGR.T and smaller σE[M |T ]. Given
this observation, the conclusion follows from consideration of the constraint set. Given
a fixed σR|T in (0, σR), the constraints 0 � ΣGR|T � ΣGR in

(
σE[M |T ], βGR.T

)
space

constitue the intersection of a convex conical set with vertex at
(

0, 1− σMR

σ2
R|T

)
plus a

circular region centred at (0, 1). The conical set is determined by ΣGR|T � ΣGR ⇒
σE[M |T ]

√
σ2
R − σ2

R|T ≥
∣∣∣σMR − σ2

R|T (1− βGR.T )
∣∣∣. The circle is determined by ΣGR|T �

ΣGR ⇒
(
σ2
M − σ2

E[M |T ]

)
≥ σ2

R|T (1− βGR.T )2. The important point to observe is that the

13Hendren (2013) develops a different (scalar-type) model with a different purpose (to study insurance
rejections) but also points to the importance of taking into account trades that do not occur when
estimating the amount of adverse selection in the economy and its impact on efficiency.
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boundary of this circle is increasing in the relevant region where βGR.T < 1. Since the level
set of E[AS] is decreasing, this implies that if an information structures minimises E[EC]

for given E[AS], then it is in PminΣRG
and, furthermore since the βGR.T which attains this

minimum is above the vertex, we have the condition that βGR.T ≥ 1− σMR

σ2
R|T

. Equivalently,

σE[R|T ]E[M |T ] ≥ 0.

For an information structure to be in PminΣRG
, E[R|T ] and E[G|T ] must be colinear.

Hence, public information may without loss of generality be taken to be a scalar and
can therefore be expressed in the form T = (aG+ bR+ σε), with a and b subject to the
requirements that σE[R|T ]E[M |T ] ≥ 0 and βGR.T < 1.

It is instructive to compare the results in this section to other findings in the literature.
In the language of Bergemann et al (2015a, 2015b) an information structure is noise-
free if outside agents observe a one-dimensional signal comprising a linear combination
of G and R without additional noise. Bergemann et al (2015a, 2015b) find noise-free
information structures to be particularly significant. For example in Bergemann et al
(2015a), maximal aggregate volatility is attained at a noise-free information structure.
Proposition 7 establishes that it is possible to get arbitrarily close to max

PΣRG

E[EC] for any

E[AS] 6= 0 by disclosing a binary signal comprising a noise-free statistic augmented by
a noisy one. On the other hand, Proposition 8 shows that information structures that
minimize expected efficiency for some given level of aggregate adverse selection are scalar
and, for E[AS] 6= 0, are noisy statistics.

5.3 What is the effect of more inside information?

Thus far, we have studied how the joint distribution of economic outcomes has been im-
pacted by changes in public information, holding inside information fixed. Another natural
and economically interesting question is how this joint distribution is impacted by changes
in inside information, holding public information fixed. Although all results in Section 5.1
and 5.2 have counterparts, we do not undertake an exhaustive treatment. Instead, we
illustrate how our framework can address this issue using the simple, motivating example
from the Introduction—the zero adverse selection case.

Consider the class of information structures in PΣE[R|T ]E[G|T ]
satisfying G ⊥⊥ R|T . The

amount of inside information there is about VR, over and above public information, is
critical for expected efficiency. Recall from Section 4.3 that we have termed this difference
the information gap. One possibility is that there is no information gap, or rather no better
inside information about VR than public information, σ2

R|T = 0. At the other extreme, the
information gap could be maximal on the set of information structures consistent with
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public information (i.e.those satisfying 0 � ΣGR|T � ΣVRVG|T ), which straightforward

calculations show requires σ2
R|T =

Det(ΣVRVG)
σ2
VG

.

Example 4. For any information structure in PΣE[R|T ]E[G|T ]
satisfying G ⊥⊥ R|T , aggregate

adverse selection is zero. Moreover, there exists a trajectory of information structures
within this class such that inside information is increasing in semidefinite order and E[EC]

traverses the interval
[
σE[M |T ]E[(ε)+],

√
σE[M |T ] +Det (ΣVRVG) /σ2

VG
E[(ε)+]

]
from left to

right. Along this trajectory there is no better inside information about VG than is contained
in public information, i.e. σ2

G|T = 0.

Proof. Immediate from Example 1.

One might also ask whether more inside information achieves greater expected effi-
ciency for given aggregate adverse selection. Clearly, the impact of more inside information
on aggregate outcomes depends on what is made public.

Proposition 9. Suppose 0 � ΣRG ≺ Σ
′
RG � ΣVRVG . Then for any information structure

in PΣRG there is an information structure in P
Σ
′
RG

with the same quantity of aggregate
adverse selection and greater expected efficiency contribution.

Proof. By Proposition 7, under either information structure, any amount of aggregate
adverse selection can be achieved arbitrarily close to the maximum expected efficiency
contribution for that information structure. Hence, since max

PΣRG

E[EC] is increasing with

ΣRG in the Loewner positive definite order, the result follows.

Hence, if there is more inside information, it is always possible to find a T such that there
is the same amount of aggregate adverse selection but with greater expected efficiency.

5.4 When is there positive selection into the outside market?

As we noted in the Introduction, a central question in the literature on the Roy model is
whether there is positive or negative selection into the different sectors. In our framework,
this amounts to asking: when is there positive selection of general productivity into the
outside market E[G|R < W ] > E[G] and of retained productivity into the inside firm
E[R|R > W ] > E[R]?

We begin by considering the two zero adverse selection benchmarks discussed in the
Introduction where selection into both the outside market and the inside firm is determined
solely by βGR and βRG. When T = Q wages are W = G. In this, the classic Roy model
case, there is positive selection into the outside market, E[G|R−W < 0] > E[G], if and only
if G and R−G are negatively correlated, or equivalently βRG < 1. When T = R wages are
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Figure 2: Selection into the outside market under two information structures without
adverse selection: T = Q and T = R.

W = E[G|R]. In this case, there is positive selection into the outside market if and only ifG
and R−E[G|R] are negatively correlated; that is, Cov(G,R(1−βGR)) < 0, or equivalently
βGR(1− βGR) < 0. Figure 2 depicts these contrasting conditions in βGR, βRG space. The
shaded region between the two rectangular hyperbolae shows feasible (βGR, βRG) satisfying
0 � ΣRG. The darker shading shows the region where the information structure plays a
pivotal role in determining the sign of selection into the outside market. Specifically, there
is positive selection if T = Q but negative selection if T = R.

Turning to selection into the inside market, when T = Q there is positive selection,
E[R|R − W > 0] > E[R], if and only if R and R − G are negatively correlated, or
equivalently βGR < 1. When T = R there is positive selection into the inside market if and
only R and R−E[G|R] are positively correlated, so again the condition is βGR < 1. Thus
asymmetric information (with no adverse selection) changes the condition for selection
into the outside market, but not the condition for selection into the inside firm.

We now extend the analysis to information structures that do generate adverse selec-
tion, focusing on selection into the outside market. Note that positive selection into the
outside market together with (positive) adverse selection corresponds to an effect reversal
(Yule 1903, Simpson 1953). That is, E[G|R < W ] ≥ E[G] in spite of E[G|R < W,T ] <

E[G|T ].

Proposition 10. Suppose that adverse selection is positive, i.e. βGR.T ≥ 0.

1. If σE[G|T ]E[M |T ] ≤ −βGR.Tσ2
R|T , then there is positive selection into the outside mar-
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ket, i.e. E[G|R < W ] ≥ E[G].

2. If σE[G|T ]E[M |T ] ≥ − (1− βGR.T )βGR.Tσ
2
R|T , then there is negative selection into the

outside market, i.e. E[G|R < W ] ≤ E[G].

Proof. Observe that

E[G|R < W ]− E[G] = E[W |R < W ]− E[G]

= E[E[G|T ]− E[G]|R < W ]− E[AS|R < W ]

=
Cov (E[G|T ], PR)

E[PR]
− E[AS.PR]

E[PR]
,

where the first equality follows from the wage equation, the second by definition of adverse
selection, and the third by elementary probability and definition of PR. Applying Stein’s
Lemma to the first term and carrying out the multiplication AS.PR gives

E[G|R < W ]− E[G] = σE[G|T ]E[M |T ]
E[PR′]

E[PR]
−
βGR.TσR|TE[f ]

E[PR]

=

E

[
−σE[G|T ]E[M|T ]

σR|T(1−βGR.T h′)
f

]
E[PR]

−
βGR.TσR|TE[f ]

E[PR]
,

where f and h′ are respectively the N (0, 1) density and derivative of hazard evaluated
at AS+E[M |T ]

σR|T
, and PR′ is the derivative of pr evaluated at E[M |T ]. The conditions now

follow upon noting that 0 < h′ < 1.

When there is no asymmetric information (T = Q), βGR.T = 0 and so 1. and 2.
collapse to the single necessary and sufficient condition for positive selection σGM < 0,
equivalently βRG < 1. When there is asymmetric information but no adverse selection
(T = R), βGR.T = 0 and so 1. and 2. collapse to the single necessary and sufficient
condition for positive selection σE[G|R]E[M |R] < 0, equivalently βGRβMR < 0 ⇔ βGR(1 −
βGR) < 0. Note also that the condition given in Part 1 may be rewritten equivalently as
σGR − σ2

E[G|T ] ≤ 0. Written in this way, one observes that an effect reversal takes place if
public information about the value of the worker to outside firms is sufficiently accurate
compared to the covariance of G and R.14

This possibility of an effect reversal has implications for empirical work. Gibbons and
Katz (1991) famously test for adverse selection by comparing wages for workers who are

14To see this apply the Law of Total Variance to the left-hand side of the inequality and then make
elementary substitutions. In related work (Bar-Isaac, Jewitt and Leaver 2014, 2017) we endogenize in-
formation structures in a two-period model of labour market competition. There, we find that the first
condition in Proposition 10 could quite naturally arise as an equilibrium phenomenon.
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selectively ‘laid off’ with those who become unemployed due to exogenous plant closures.
The idea is that with plant closures there is no stigma, so if one can condition on T , wages
should on average be E[G|T ]. In contrast, for workers who are selectively laid off, wages
are depressed by adverse selection to W = E[G|T ] − AS. Hence, conditioning on T , in
our model the Gibbons-Katz test gives a positive result whenever AS > 0.

But what if T is not observed? In terms of our model, it follows from the wage
equation (competition) that expected wages for workers who are selectively laid off are
E[W|R < W] =E[G|R < W ]. Hence, (absent the econometrician observing T ) the Gibbons-
Katz test reduces to testing whether there is negative selection into the (aggregated) out-
side market, i.e. E[G|R < W ] ≤ E[G].15 Using Proposition 10, a strongly sufficient
condition for this form of the Gibbons-Katz test to find adverse selection when there is in-
deed (positive) adverse selection is that M has a degenerate distribution. This is because
when σE[G|T ]E[M |T ] = 0 an effect reversal cannot arise.

5.5 When is the average wage of released workers higher than the av-
erage wage of retained workers?

In the absence of adverse selection, the issue of positive selection into the outside market
maps one-to-one with the question of whether, on average, released workers earn a pre-
mium over retained workers, E[W |R < W ] > E[W ]. When T = Q released workers are
paid more, on average, than retained workers if and only if βRG < 1. When T = R the
condition is βGR(1− βGR) < 0. Again, the information structure plays a pivotal role. For
0 < βGR, βRG < 1, retained workers earn more than released workers if T = Q but less if
T = R.

In the presence of adverse selection, although it might seem plausible that released
workers will always earn less than retained workers, this need not be the case. In our
model, competition means that outside firms get what they pay for in the sense that
E[W|R < W] =E[G|R < W ]. Since E[AS] = E[G] − E[W ], we may write the difference
between expected wages for those who leave to outside firms and the expected wage of
the population as the difference between the amount of selection in the aggregate market
and the aggregate amount of adverse selection, i.e.,

E[W ]− E[W |R < W ] = E[G]− E[G|R < W ]− E[AS].

15Relatedly, in our unit-demand model, the well-known positive correlation test of Chiappori and Salanie
(2000) becomes a simple test of whether AS > 0. As stressed by Chiappori and Salanie, since theory
implies different observable types should be offered different contracts, one should control for public
information and therefore test whether E [G|T ] − E [G|R < W,T ] > 0. However, if there is unobserved
heterogeneity, i.e. T is poorly observed by the econometrician, this control is difficult and the natural
surrogate is to estimate the quantity of adverse selection in the aggregated market constructed by ignoring
T , specifically E [G]− E [G|R < W ].
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Using this observation, we can detail conditions under which the equilibrium features both
adverse selection and released workers earning a premium over retained workers.

Proposition 11. Suppose that adverse selection is positive, i.e. βGR.T ≥ 0.

1. If σE[G|T ]E[M |T ] ≤ 0, then the average wage of released workers is higher than the
average wage of retained workers, i.e. E[W |R < W ] ≥ E[W ].

2. If σE[G|T ]E[M |T ] ≥ βGR.T
1−βGR.T σ

2
E[M |T ], then the average wage of released workers is

lower than the average wage of retained workers, i.e. E[W |R < W ] < E[W ].

Proof. By implicit differentiation of (10) and using the fact that h′ < 1, one confirms
that AS − βGR.T

1−βGR.T
E[M |T ] is a decreasing function of E[M |T ]. Hence, since PR is also

decreasing in E[M |T ], it follows that Cov
(
AS − βGR.T

1−βGR.T
E[M |T ], PR

)
≥ 0. Therefore,

Cov (AS,PR) ≥ βGR.T
1−βGR.T

Cov (E[M |T ], PR). It follows that Cov (W,PR) ≤

Cov
(

E[G|T]− βGR.T
1−βGR.T

E[M |T ], PR
)
. Hence, since PR is decreasing in E[M |T ] a suffi-

cient condition for Cov (W,PR) ≤ 0 is that Cov
(

E[G|T]− βGR.T
1−βGR.T

E[M |T ],E[M |T ]
)
≥ 0.

Expanding this condition gives 2. A similar argument using the fact that AS is increasing
in E[M |T ] gives 1.

5.6 A synthetic remark

Our analysis has shown that the structure of asymmetric information has major, and
sometimes counterintuitive, impacts on aggregate outcomes. Adverse selection can depress
expected wages to arbitrarily low levels at very little loss of expected efficiency. There can
be adverse selection but at the same time positive selection of general productivity into the
outside market (and so an effect reversal). Released workers can on average earn a wage
premium over retained workers, despite there being adverse selection. These possibilities
occur together under the same class of information structure, as we note in a final remark.

Remark 3. Suppose βRG < 1. Choose δ and ε from (0,∞) with δ arbitrarily large and ε
arbitrarily small. There exist information structures in PΣRG such that the following all
hold simultaneously.

(a) Expected wages are depressed by more than δ, that is E[G]− E[W ] > δ.

(b) There is (positive) adverse selection combined with positive selection into the outside
market and, therefore, an effect reversal.

(c) The average wage of workers leaving is strictly higher than the average wage of
retained workers.
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(d) The expected loss of efficiency contribution is less than ε, max
PΣRG

E[EC]−E[EC] < ε.

Proof. Proposition 7 asserts (a) and (d). Parts (c) and (d) follow from Proposition 10 and
11 as max

PΣRG

E[EC]− E[EC]→ 0.

The information structures in PΣRG that have these simultaneous effects on aggregate
outcomes do so because essentially all adverse selection falls on trades that should not take
place—that is, it falls on workers in a good match whom it is efficient to retain. Workers
with high general productivity are released, generating positive selection into the outside
market. Since released workers are subject to little adverse selection, they naturally earn
over a premium over those who are retained.

6 Conclusion

This paper has explored how the structure of asymmetric information impacts economic
outcomes in Akerlof’s (1970) Lemons model extended to admit a matching component.
We first characterized the nature of equilibrium—i.e. the joint distribution of economic
outcomes as a function of public information. For any Gaussian information structure,
adverse selection and what we term the efficiency contribution (the difference between
total surplus in the market and total surplus that would obtain if no trade took place)
both depend on the realization of information only through the conditional expectation of
match value given public information. We then derived a parsimonious parameterization
of all Gaussian information structures, and established comparative statics results.

Using this framework, we addressed a series of natural, economic questions. What
is the effect of more public information? Which information structures impose adverse
selection efficiently, and which do so inefficiently? What is the effect of more inside
information? When is there positive selection (of general productivity) into the outside
market? Finally, when is the average wage of released workers higher than the average wage
of retained workers? Our answers to these questions show that the structure of asymmetric
information has major and sometimes counterintuitive impacts on aggregate outcomes.
We closed by remarking that there exist information structures where the overall wage
effect is arbitrarily large, there is adverse selection combined with positive selection into
the outside market (and therefore an effect reversal), the average wage of released workers
is strictly higher than the average wage of retained workers, and the expected loss of
efficiency is arbitrarily small. Under these information structures—shown to be binary
signals comprising noise-free and noisy statistics—essentially all adverse selection falls on
trades that should not take place.
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A Material Omitted from Section 2.2

Definition A1. (Willingness to pay map) Let C be the set of measurable real-valued
functions φ : Rn → R, (G,R, T ) ∼ N (µ,Σ) with µ an m + 2 vector of means and Σ an
m + 2 dimensional positive semidefinite covariance matrix. We define the willingness to
pay map Φ : C → C by

Φ(φ)(t) = E[G | T = t, R < φ(t)],

whenever R is not a function of T and Φ(φ)(t) = E[G | T = t] otherwise. Let C∗ be
the set of measurable real-valued functions on Rm such that ϕ − ϕ∗ is bounded, where
ϕ∗(t) = E [G|T = t]− βGR.T

1−βGR.Tmax {0, E [M |T = t]}.

Lemma A1. When βGR.T < 1, Φ is a contraction mapping on the complete metric space
(C∗, d) and has a unique fixed point.

Proof. The map Φ may be written

Φ(φ)(t) = E [G|T = t]− βGR.TσR|Th
(
E [R|T = t]− φ(t)

σR|T

)
,

where h is the Gaussian N (0,1) hazard function (Proposition 4). The hazard function
is continuously differentiable and satisfies 0 < h′ < 1 (Lemma B1), therefore it follows
immediately from the mean value theorem that |Φ(ϕ)(t)− Φ(φ)(t)| < βGR.T |ϕ(t)− φ(t)|.
It is classical that the set of bounded functions mapping from an arbitrary set into the
reals is a complete metric space when endowed with the sup norm (Dunford and Schwartz
p.258). Hence, Φ is a contraction on the complete metric space (C∗, d). Application of
the Banach fixed point theorem completes the proof.

B Material Omitted from Section 4.3

It is convenient to collect here some mainly familiar properties of the normal hazard
function (inverse Mills ratio).

Lemma B1. (Properties of the normal hazard function) The normal hazard function
h : R→ R+, satisfies:

1. Level bounds. [x]+ < h(x) <
√

4+x2−x
2 <

∣∣x+ 1
x

∣∣ on R. This implies limx→∞
h(x)
x =

limx→∞h
′(x) = 1.

2. Gradient bounds. 0 < h′ < 1 on R.
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3. Convexity bounds. h is strictly convex and log concave on R. 0 < d
dx

h(x)
h′(x) < 1.

4. Star-shaped. x 7→ h(x) and x 7→ h(x)
h′(x) are both strictly star-shaped on R. We call a

function g : R → R with g(0) > 0 strictly star-shaped if for all x ∈ R, 0 < α < 1,

αg(x) < g(αx).

Proof. Property 1. The lower bound and larger upper bound are in Gordon (1941). The
tighter upper bound was established by Birnbaum (1942).

Property 2. One easily verifies h′(x) = h(x)(h(x) − x) which, given Property 1, is
positive. Since convexity implies the derivative is increasing, the final statement of 1.
implies h′ < 1.

Property 3. Convexity was conjectured by Birnbaum (1950), and proved by Sampford
(1953). Log-concavity is established in Marshall and Olkin (2007) Lemma B.4 p.437.
Marshall and Olkin establish the result using an inequality of Birnbaum. A simpler
proof follows from using h′(x) = h(x)(h(x) − x) and using Property 2. That h/h′ is
increasing follows immediately from the log-concavity of h. That d

dx
h(x)
h′(x) < 1, follows from

the convexity of h upon observing that d
dx

h(x)
h′(x) = 1− h(x)h′′(x)

(h′(x))2 .

Property 4. A continuous positive function is star-shaped on R if it is star-shaped on
(0,∞). h is star-shaped if h

′(x)
h(x) ≤

1
x on (0,∞). One easily verifies h′(x) = h(x)(h(x)− x).

Hence, it suffices to show that (h(x) − x)x ≤ 1, the result therefore follows from 1. To
establish x 7→ h(x)

h′(x) is star-shaped on (0,∞), we require that h/h′x is decreasing on x > 0,

this follows from h being star-shaped (h/x is decreasing) and by the convexity of h, 1
h′

is decreasing. Hence, the result follows from the fact that the product of two decreasing
positive functions is decreasing.

C Material omitted from Section 5.1

Example 1.

Proof. Given G ⊥⊥ R|T , equivalently βGR.T = 0, E [AS] = 0 by Proposition 4. Therefore,
by Remark 1 E [EC] = E [(E [G|T ]−R)+] = σ(E[G|T]−R)E [(ε)+]. Noting that the variance
of E [G|T ] − R = 4R − E [M |T ] is σ2

R|T + σ2
E[M |T ], it follows that with G ⊥⊥ R|T ,

σ2
R|T + σ2

E[M |T ] = σ2
M − σ2

G|T . This quantity is evidently maximized over all information
structures in PΣRG when σ2

G|T = 0 and it is minimized over those satisfyingG ⊥⊥ R|T when
σ2
G|T is maximal. Given the semidefiniteness constraint ΣGR|T � ΣGR this occurs when

σ2
G|T is maximal subject to the constraint

(
σ2
R − σ2

R|T

)(
σ2
G − σ2

G|T

)
≥ σ2

GR. This occurs

when σ2
R|T = 0, σ2

G|T = σ2
G −

σ2
GR

σ2
R

= σ2
G|R. This establishes the bounds of the interval

in the Remark, monotonicity with respect to an increasing trajectory with respect to the
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semidefinite information order is clearly achieved by the class T = (R,M + σε) displayed
in the text.

Example 2.

Proof. For information structures with M ⊥⊥ T , equivalently E [M |T ] = 0, it follows from
standard properties of Gaussian distributions that

EC = E
[
(W −R)+ |T

]
= E

[
(4R−AS)+ |T

]
= σR|T

(
f

(
AS

σR|T

)
−
(
AS

σR|T

)(
1− F

(
AS

σR|T

)))
.

Using Proposition 4, we may substitute to obtain

EC = σR|T (1− βGR.T ) f

(
AS

σR|T

)
= σR|TβMR.T f

(
AS

σR|T

)
.

Since M ⊥⊥ T implies βMR.T =
σMR|T
σ2
R|T

= σMR

σ2
R|T

, we have

EC =
σMR

σR|T
f

(
AS

σR|T

)
=
σMR

σR|T
f

(
AS

σR|T

)
(13)

where
AS

σR|T
=

(
1− σMR

σR|T

)
h

(
AS

σR|T

)
. (14)

It follows from (14) and the fact that h(x)/x is decreasing on (0,∞) that AS/σR|T is
increasing with σR|T . Hence, AS is also decreasing in σR|T . Moreover, armed with these
facts, one sees from (13) that EC is decreasing in σR|T . For M ⊥⊥ T , therefore, maximal
adverse selection and minimal efficiency is achieved when there is no public information
for then σR|T = σR and maximal efficiency and minimal adverse selection occurs when T
is maximally informative about R among M ⊥⊥ T . This occurs when T = E[R|M ] − R
which is evidently orthogonal to M by construction and is moreover the only non-trivial
linear function of R,G which is orthogonal toM. Standard calculations for σR|T given this
representation for T yield σR|T = σRM

σM
. Hence, for maximal efficiency over T satisfying

M ⊥⊥ T .
EC = σMf

(
AS

σR|T

)
where

AS

σR|T
=
σGM
σMR

h

(
AS

σR|T

)
.
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Example 3.

Proof. With R ⊥⊥ T , observe that σR|T = σR, βGR.T = βGR and σE[M |T ] = σE[G|T ].
Proposition 5 therefore implies that, both E[AS] and E[EC] are increasing in σE[M |T ],
decreasing with σ when T = G− E[G|R] + σε.

Proposition 6.

Proof. Since βGR < 1 is equivalent to σMR > 0 we may assume σMR > 0 . Let λ > 0

and define Σδ =

(
δ λδ

λδ λ2δ

)
� 0 then it follows for small enough δ > 0 that ΣRM �(

δ λδ

λδ λ2δ

)
� 0 . We consider a deviation from the conditional covariance matrix of the

no public information information structure i.e., ΣRM to ΣRM |T = ΣRM −

(
δ λδ

λδ λ2δ

)
.

Since AS
σR|T

is implicitly defined (in distribution) by

AS

σR|T
= βGR|Th

(
AS

σR|T
+
σE[M |T ]

σR|T
ε

)
we find upon implicit differentiation that

∂

∂δ

(
AS

σR|T

)
=

∂βGR|T
∂δ h+ ε ∂∂δ

(
σE[M|T ]

σR|T

)
1− βGR|Th′

.

Hence, since E[ε] = 0, at δ = 0,

∂E[ ASσR|T
]

∂δ
=

∂βGR|T
∂δ h

1− βGR|Th′
.

We may write

E[ECδ] = σR|TE

[(
AS

σR|T
+
σE[M |T ]

σR|T
ε

)]
where Ψ(x) = E

[
(ε− x)+]. Hence, at δ = 0, and omitting vanishing terms,

∂

∂δ
E[ECδ] =

∂σR|T

∂δ
Ψ + σR

∂E[ ASσR|T
]

∂δ
Ψ′.

Substituting for
∂E[ AS

σR|T
]

∂δ and noting that since βGR|T = 1− σMR|T
σ2
R|T

= 1− σMR−λδ
σ2
R−δ

, ∂βGR|T∂δ

takes the value λ−βMR

σ2
R

at δ = 0, also since σR|T =
√
σ2
R − δ,

∂σR|T
∂δ = − 1

2σR
we have
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∂

∂δ
E[ECδ] = − 1

2σR
Ψ +

λ− βMR

σ2
R

h

1− βGRh′
Ψ′.

This has the same sign as

σR
2

Ψ

Ψ′
1− βGRh′

h
− (λ− βMR)

which under the assumption λ > 0 is negative. Hence, there exists a neighbourhood δ > 0

in which E[ECδ] < E[EC0]. Note also that at δ = 0,

∂E[ ASσR|T
]

∂δ
=
∂E[AS]

∂δ

1

σR
+

1

(σR)3 =

λ−βMR

σ2
R

h

1− βGRh′
,

therefore,
∂E[AS]

∂δ
=

1

σR

(λ− βMR)h

1− βGRh′
− 1

σR
,

which has the same sign as

(λ− βMR)− 1− βGRh′

h
.

For small λ this is negative but for λ large enough it becomes positive. Notice that the

matrix

(
δ λδ

λδ λ2δ

)
having interpretation ΣE[R|T ]E[M |T ] is singular. Therefore, the public

information T which serves this purpose has the property that E[R|T ] and E[M |T ] are
collinear. This means that T may be assumed scalar without loss of generality. Note also
that E[R|T ] and E[M |T ] are positively correlated. The condition that λ be sufficiently
large, means that the scalar statistic is sufficiently informative about M relative to how
informative it is about R. Recall, we saw in the case that M ⊥⊥ T that information
reduced efficiency and adverse selection so some degree of informativeness of T about M
is also necessary for efficiency to be decreased. If 1

2βMR + 1
2σR

Ψ
Ψ′ < λ < 1

2βMR, then there
is a direction in which not only efficiency is decreased but also adverse selection decreased
by the release of information. Proposition 8 below gives a general result related to these
observations.

D Material omitted from Section 5.2

Lemma D1. For any pair
(
βGR|T , σE[M |T ]

)
such that βGR|T < 1 and σM > σE[M |T ] >

σE[M |R] ≥ 0, Lemma 2 implies that for σR|T sufficiently small
(
σR|T , βGR.T , σE[M |T ]

)
∈

F (PΣRG). Moreover, as σR|T approaches zero,
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1. AS converges in distribution to βGR|T
1−βGR|T

σE[M |T ] (ε)+. Hence,

lim
σR|T→0

E[AS] =
βGR|T

1−βGR|T
σE[M |T ]f(0).

2. E[EC] converges to lim
σR|T→0

E[EC] = σE[M |T ]E
[
(ε)+] = σE[M |T ]f(0).

Proof. Part 1. Suppose, 1 > βGR|T ≥ 0. By the properties of the normal hazard function,

σR|TβGR|T

(
AS + E[M |T ]

σR|T

)+

≤ AS = σR|TβGR|Th

(
AS + E[M |T ]

σR|T

)
≤ as(0) + σR|TβGR|T

(
AS + E[M |T ]

σR|T

)+

.

By the linear homogeneity of (· )+, we therefore have

βGR|T (AS + E[M |T ])+ ≤ AS ≤ as(0) + βGR|T (AS + E[M |T ])+ .

For βGR|T < 1, σR|T > 0, as(0)
σR|T

is uniquely determined as the solution to (0) = βGR|Th
(
as(0)
σR|T

)
.

Since as(0)
σR|T

solves independently of σR|T , lim
σR|T→0

as(0) = 0.Hence, AS−βGR|T (AS + E[M |T ])+ a.s.→

0. Similarly for the 0 > βGR|T case. If, in either case, AS + E[M |T ] ≥ 0, then

AS
a.s.→ βGR|T

1−βGR|T
E[M |T ] if AS+E[M |T ] ≤ 0, then AS a.s.→ 0. Since,

(
βGR|T

1−βGR|T
E[M |T ]

)+
has

the same distribution as βGR|T
1−βGR|T

(
σE[M |T ]ε

)+, it follows that as σR|T → 0, AS converges

in distribution to βGR|T
1−βGR|T

(
σE[M |T ]ε

)+
. This establishes part 1.

Part 2. Substitute the limiting value for adverse selection into the representation
EC =E

[
(∆R−AS − E[M |T ])+ |T

]
,

lim
σR|T→0

E [EC] = lim
σR|T→0

E
[(
σR|T ε1 −AS − E[M |T ]

)+]
= E

[(
−

βGR|T

1− βGR|T
(E[M |T ])+ − E[M |T ]

)+
]
.

Note that
(
− βGR|T

1−βGR|T
(E[M |T ])+ − E[M |T ]

)+
=
(
− 1

1−βGR|T
E[M |T ]

)+
= 0 whenever

E[M |T ] ≥ 0 and is equal to (−E[M |T ])+ whenever E[M |T ] ≤ 0, hence the desired re-
sult.
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